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A person was working with a company for few years and had
quit in Jan, 16. However he did not get any reliving letter and
any experience letter.
The person arranges the said
documents from the office through his office collegues on
company letterhead and gets them signed from his collegue
as authorised signatory however does mention in it that he
had worked there till May, 16. The employer comes to know
about the same and is planning to take legal action against
the employee who had quit the job. What are the options
available with the employee
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The employee is expected to know difference between Jan16 and
May06.
The employee should not have mentioned in Resume, employment
application also that he worked in last company till May16 if he in fact
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worked till Jan16.
The employee has the option of regretting to last employer (and current

FIN

employer if current employer is also acting in the matter) and close the
matter without last and current lodging any complaint and case against
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employee.
And assure that he/she shall not indulge in such act in future.
If this can be resolved verbally, nothing like it.
The employee could have rather pursued to get relieving letter,
properly, without committing any such transgression.
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Is it the same query:

http://www.lawyersclubindia.com/experts/Improper-use-ofletterhead-631666.asp
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Scholarly written work administrations have heaps of
motivations to be taken by the understudies who have as of
now messed their scholastic errand with Help With
Assignment Writing normal quality task work, then it's
fundamental that they needs to pass their semester by
increasing certain high evaluations in examination.
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Insightful composed work organizations
have piles of inspirations to be taken by
the understudies who have starting at now
messed their academic errand with Ez
Assignment writing help uk typical quality
undertaking work, then it's key that they
needs to pass their semester by
expanding certain high assessments in
examination.
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The individual masterminds the said archives from the
workplace through his office collegues on organization
letterhead and gets them marked from his collegue as
approved signatory however mentions in it that he had

worked there till May, 16. Write Cheap Essay The business
comes to think about the same and is wanting to make
legitimate move against the worker who had left the place of
employment.
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I am all that much satisfied with the substance you have
specified. I needed to thank you for this extraordinary article.
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